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NOTES

productions, the economy of talent and risk-taking in the theatre as a whole is at
jeopardy.
The Edinburgh Festival provides a spectacular arena to celebrate the growth of
new talent, and merits the investment of taking a risk with time and money. To do so
protects our future theatre from becoming a ‘sterile promontory,’ and from an ostensibly
safe but, I think, deceptive ‘five stars only’ system.

THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY’S HISTORIES CYCLE
DEBORAH KERR
The Royal Shakespeare Company’s recent Histories Cycle, which played in repertoire
first in Stratford-upon-Avon’s Courtyard Theatre before moving to London’s
Roundhouse, showcased eight of Shakespeare’s ten conventional ‘English’ History plays,
covering a period of just over a century. Under Artistic Director Michael Boyd, the
Cycle featured a unified ensemble cast, with the 34 cast members taking over 264 roles
between them. This has truly been an epic piece of theatre.
Although all the plays can be – and most usually are – performed separately,
viewing the entire Cycle really gives an insight into the history and development of the
story lines. One can almost sympathise with the devilish Richard III, after watching his
grief at the murders of his father and younger brother in Henry VI part 3, and his
emotional scene in that same play where he castigates himself for his deformities. In
order to fully understand the back-story and characterisation of Henry V, arguably the
most famous and most staged of the Cycle, one really does need to see Henry IV. When
the play is performed on its own this dimension is missing – Kenneth Branagh’s 1989
film version took the step of inserting ‘flashbacks’ with the relevant scenes from Henry
IV to overcome this.
That is not to say that the recent Cycle could only be appreciated in its entirety;
however, viewing all the plays does add more to the experience. For instance, in Henry
VI part 2, York ‘draws’ a family tree demonstrating that he is the rightful king with
stones laid out on the stage. This in itself was a particularly novel way of handling the
scene; yet for those who had seen part 1 it was imbued with extra meaning: when York
was told he should be heir to the throne, he was given a stone at the same time.
Stones aside, the Histories Cycle employed minimal props or scenery – an ideal way
of dressing a thrust stage in order to depict all the different locations required for eight
different plays without teams of stagehands and tedious scene-changes. Yet instead of
being confusing, or even boring, this empty space could become anything, and was the
perfect backdrop onto which to project one’s imagination.
The stage was clad in rusty iron, with a round tower at the back. As a Classicist,
this reminded me of the ancient Greek stage, which also featured a building on the
stage. The Histories’ large wheeled bed, pushed out for deathbed scenes, resembled the
Greek trolley or ekkyklema, used to display tableaux. Finally, the machina – or crane –
used to suspend actors over the stage in ancient Greek theatre was also apparent.
Usually ‘dead space’ in most productions, the Histories team used the area above
the stage to add a fourth dimension to the performance. From jousting ‘horses’ (saddled
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wire frames pulled back to the Circle balcony before being launched at each other in
Richard II), to living portraits flying in as actors perched in picture frames, to a suspended
harpsichord, soldiers zipping down from the ceiling on ropes, or even the Dauphin’s
court twirling on trapezes, the aerial space was maximised for every available square inch.
This machina aspect of the Cycle made the productions particularly delightful and
exciting, adding to the energy of each performance.
Despite the first seven plays being performed in faux-mediaeval costume, Richard
III was in modern dress. This did come as a surprise, but when viewed as the
culmination of the Cycle and this century-long story of usurpation and warfare, it was
clear that there was a deliberate development in the costumes, and a step forward for
each new era.
Richard II’s Elizabethan-style finery (deliberately anachronistic to show the links
between Richard and Elizabeth) lasts only for his reign at the end of the House of
Plantagenet. The sobriety of the usurping Henry IV and the House of Lancaster
develops longer and simpler lines from traditional doublets, merging through the
maturing Henry V to the war-torn kingdom of Henry VI, where warring armies wore
leather trench coats. Finally, as the crown is taken yet again by another House, there is
another leap forward in style, with the tailored suits of Richard III.
The simplicity of the stage and costumes, however, merely served to highlight the
quality of the ensemble cast. It was this ensemble which really made the entire
production and linked the plays together in such a way that separate plays with separate
casts (as in the BBC TV Shakespeare Collection) could never do.
Certain actors would always reappear in similar types of roles, for instance, or were
always paired up together. Some brief examples include the three sons of the Duke of
York who were also the three courtiers waiting on the Dauphin in Henry VI part 1, and
Richard II and his courtiers. The warrior Joan of Arc was played by the same actress –
Katy Stephens – who was Margaret of Anjou, another armour-wearing woman. Clive
Wood was both Henry Bolingbroke – later Henry IV – who seized the crown from
Richard II, and the Duke of York who overthrew Henry VI. Having the same cast on
hand also meant that much could be made of the ghosts of previous characters haunting
the stage in the later productions. The latter plays even featured a ‘Keeper,’ escorting
the newly dead into the tower. An original way not only to clear the stage of bodies, but
also to emphasise the ghostly activities throughout the Cycle.
Such a short review as this could never do full justice to these eight plays. I shall
leave you instead with the final vision I had of the Cycle: the end of Henry VI part 3
where Jonathan Slinger’s Richard, having begun his murderous schemes with the killing
of Henry and leaving the stage awash with blood, holds Edward’s heir, dances manically
to drums, and chillingly whispers the first word of Richard III: ‘Now.’

